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Busway System from Con-Tech. Power Where You Need It.
Con-Tech Lighting’s busway system is the new performance standard in flexible power distribution. Busway is
precisely engineered to address lighting and power distribution requirements in retail, industrial and commercial
applications where physical appearance, the need for postinstallation reconfiguration and overall cost-efficiency are
critical. The first system to be called a track busway system, it distributes intra-facility power via bus bars safely
protected within an insulated aluminum track. Other products for wire handling and low ampere power distribution
have been developed, but do not provide the same flexibility and have higher installation costs than this system. Continuing to lead the way in changing the way you think of
power distribution, the Con-Tech busway system is revolutionary for the intra-facility power distribution environment. An extremely cost efficient system, it can free up
capital that can be invested elsewhere in your facility or
which can fall directly to your bottom line.
For a demonstration of this system please contact our Sales
Dept at info@kli-hi.com.

Lux Beam Architectural Grid System by Con-Tech
This architectural grid system provides an aesthetically pleasing way
to create positive “people scale”.
Using Lux Beam to lower ceiling
height improves customers’ comfort, allowing them to linger and
buy more. As an architectural element, this system can replace unsightly unistrut and will allow more
efficient lighting by bringing the
fixtures closer to the merchandise.

This system can be used as straight
runs or as an intricate grid system.
It is ideal for supermarkets, floral
areas, eating areas and large-scale
retail…anywhere you want to easily create a more comfortable feel
in a large space.
This grid system features ConTech track, which is compatible
with our extensive selection of

track fixtures for any design need.
cULus listed.
To schedule a demonstration of this
system please contact our Sales
Dept at info@kli-hi.com
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LSI GREENLEE Introduces the ALV Series
For more than two decades, LSI Greenlee has been an industry
leading brand in both commercial and residential HID landscape
lighting. Building on this extensive experience, LSI Architectural
Outdoor Lighting has created an impressive new family of low and
line voltage architectural luminaires – the LSI Greenlee ALV Series. This series of luminaires includes Accent Lights, Direct Burial
Luminaires, Recessed Wall Mounted Luminaires, Surface Mounted
Wall Cylinders, Pathway Spread Lights, and Sign Lights. These
specification-grade luminaires enable you to envision and create
the exact ambiance by extending architectural and landscape
beauty beyond daylight hours. Designed and engineered to deliver the very best, these highly corrosion-resistant luminaires feature Four shield designs with two lens options, An exclusive PosiSealTM lens retainer and gasket design, Collar Shields with precision machined aqueducts and flush lenses that allow water runoff,
A wide selection of housing materials and finishes, An extensive
array of lamp options (MR11, MR16, PAR20, PAR30L), A choice of
recessed or flush machined tempered glass lenses, A wide variety
of mounting configurations and accessories, A selection of Louvers, Color Filters, and Spread Lenses and A large range of power
supplies (transformers and ballasts).
For more information go to http://www.lsi-industries.com or contact our Sales Dept at info@kli-hi.com
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Stratos Extruded T5 Linear Series From ALS
Taking full advantage of the small size and enormous output of T5
lamp technology, Stratos was truly designed from the inside out.
The reflectors and diffusers were first shaped to produce the best
possible performance from the lamps while keeping the fixture as
compact as possible. The housing was then shaped around the
reflector/diffuser assembly. As happens in so many cases, form
followed function to yield a shape of exceptional and unique
beauty, Finally the shape was enhanced with crisp yet subtle details, to accentuate it’s characteristics without over-embellishment.
The result is a simple, uncommonly elegant design that can be admired as an object, while blending with almost any interior design.
The exterior housing is comprised of rigid extruded anodized aluminum side panels that are attached to die cast aluminum ends
using stainless steel aircraft fasteners.

For more information go to www.alslights.com or contact our Sales
Dept.

Stratos is available in models yielding anything from all-downlight
to 60/40 down/up distribution. With its diminutive scale, versatile
lumen output options, and numerous diffuser and finish choices—
there’s hardly a place where Stratos won’t work.

Helix™ Track System by Lucifer
Helix® is a flexible track for low voltage spotlights.
through space, casting light in the most whimsical way.

It winds

Designed to be minimally intrusive and stand alone as a lighting
sculpture, Helix is restricted only by the designer’s imagination.
Frequent installations include restaurants, bars, retail spaces, office corridors, conference facilities, and residential interiors. The
nickeled chrysocale track can be manipulated into almost any position in any environment, restricted only by a 12-inch bending radius. Available in single or parallel joined sections which can split
and swirl in opposite directions illuminating columns and other
architectural details, the track is pendant-mounted with stem supports in fixed—or adjustable—lengths of up to 24 inches. The spotlights may be pivoted in two planes or mounted on the track for
continuous up—or down—lighting. Lamp options include MR-11,
MR-16 and AR-111, 50 watts max and operates at 12 volts. For more
information go to www.luciferlighting.com or contact our Sales
Dept.

KLI is known as the premiere lighting manufacturer’s representative in Hawaii since
1976. In general, we promote our lighting manufacturers through Architects, EngiKlopfenstein's Lighting Inc.

neers and Designers and distribute through wholesale electrical houses.

1128 Nuuanu Ave Suite 101
Honolulu, HI 96817-5119

KLI was originally incorporated in 1976 under the name KLOPFENSTEIN’S and operated out of a house in Hawaii Kai. In December of 1987 we moved our operations
into our present location on Nuuanu Ave in Downtown Honolulu. In 1997 we reincor-

Phone: 808-533-0558 x100
Fax: 808-526-4085
E-mail: info@kli-hi.com
www.kli-hi.com

porated as KLOPFENSTEIN’S LIGHTING INC (KLI).
Our primary purpose is to provide the best product for your application with efficient
service for all your needs.

Lifestyle Series from LSI Greenlee
The new Lifestyle Series allows you to create attractive, pedestrian
scale luminaires from a palette of standard, modular components
with an appearance that is second to none.
Custom creations have never been easier. Using a variety of interchangeable, modular components you can construct hundreds of looks
that meet virtually any design application.
Choose the Crown, Shade, Size, Mount, Color,
Accents, and Optics that are right for your project and write the specification. The possibilities are endless: Simply mix, match, and stand
back to marvel at your custom creation.
The striking architectural appeal of this imaginative family of fixtures is matched only by its optical performance—the same superior performance you’ve come to expect from all LSI Greenlee luminaires. Select any of the four available distributions and you can be confident
that illuminance will be precisely positioned on your project.

Lifestyle’s Specification Grade Performance is reflected in more
that just optics. Solid seals, quality materials, and robust component design are as apparent as its good looks.
Touch, admire, and specify this remarkable product family from a company you’ve known and
trusted for years.
The Lifestyle Series offers you unprecedented
value: superior performance, quality construction,
and attractive appearance at an affordable price,
with dependable delivery dates.
Lifestyle Series luminaires are the answer for all
your time-critical projects.
The flexibility of
modular components not only gives you creative
control, it speeds production , too. Lifestyle eliminates the long lead times typically associated with
specification grade and custom fixtures.
www.lsi-industries.com

